Ed Poll - Weekly Tip

Week of December 28, 2010
What to Do When
Your (Lease) Time Is Up
Whether you have a solo, small firm or larger firm
practice, the expiration of the lease for the office
space where you work within the upcoming two years
is an unsurpassed opportunity to assess your future
direction. In fact, that is the key benchmark when
many firms actually dissolve. The questions raised by
a lease expiration go to the heart of whether you
want to stay where you are - physically and in terms
of your career - or move in an entirely new direction.
Your new direction could be to quit your firm and
start a solo practice, change firms or leave practice
altogether.
There are four ways to answer the questions that an
expiring lease poses for your practice, all of which will
help you define what your business is and create
alternatives for what it should be:
1) Take a macro view and analyze the economics of
the firm (revenues, expenses, profitability) within the
context of the current lease expense.
2) Take a micro view and analyze the economics of
your own practice and book of business, and whether
they are sustainable under current conditions.
3) Assess your colleagues from the standpoint of
whether you like who you work with and want to
continue to do so, even if there were better
opportunities elsewhere.
4) Assess yourself, from the standpoint of whether
assuming the risk of a new solo practice, or relocating
your current practice, after the lease expires is
something you really want to do and are emotionally
prepared to do.
If you conclude from your analysis that the upcoming
lease expiration is the time to move your practice to a
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Following the worst economic crisis
since the Great Depression, and facing
a sea change in clients' demands and
expectations, law firms must respond
and adapt quickly and effectively. Law
firms must choose the kind of law
practice they will be; the marketing
and business development tactics they
will use; the overhead that is critical to
their functioning; how to price, bill and
collect for services; and how to
manage the cash flow cycle.
Success lies in identifying and
capturing the right kinds of clients,
providing the services those clients
need in ways that add value, and
ensuring prompt payment and the
ability to grow profits. This book,
based on the experiences of Ed and
his clients over 20 years of coaching
and consulting, provides the keys to
successfully thriving in the new era.
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new location, take action now with a bottom-up
approach. Figure out what you want to pay for
monthly and/or annual rent. Thanks to your analysis
you can do this in a number of different ways. You
can say that historically I've earned X percent profit
on Y number of revenue dollars; when I move into
new quarters, I expect to earn more revenue - the
facilities will be more efficient, I will be closer to
prospective clients, the larger space will enable me to
hire more staff, and so on. Whatever the expected
revenue increase, if I pay the same percentage for
occupancy cost, I can pay more rental dollars as an
absolute figure... and that number is $X. If you want
to be more conservative, assume that your revenue
will stay the same even after the move, or simply to
conclude that you don't want to pay more than the
actual current rental dollars you are paying now.
This assessment looks at rental costs from the
perspective of your own practice - what you expect in
revenues, what you can afford, and what direction
you want your practice to go in the right physical
environment where you spend most of your waking
time.

Personal Commentary
Everyone I've talked to lately says that 2011 will be better
than 2010, and certainly better than 2009! Have you taken
the time to create your own plan for next year? If not, do
so. Make sure you are prepared for the good that will come
your way in 2011. What are you doing to make sure you
will take advantage of the changing economy and the
improved financial condition of many of our clients?
For me, this is the time I: i) review my performance for the
year and plan my goals for next year, seeking new ways to
improve on my strengths and abilities to benefit clients; ii)
review my outstanding projects, evaluate and prioritize
them for completion; iii) clean out my office, throwing out
periodicals I haven't read yet and not likely to read soon symbolically, this physical cleansing "cleans my head" and
gives me the emotional space to focus on what will be
important for next year's achievements; and iv) review my
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What Readers Are Saying...
"No matter how you slice it, there is no
substitute for wisdom and experience.
Ed Poll has demonstrated both in this
eyeopening book about the essential
elements of running a profitable law
practice. He provides practical wisdom
along with simple ways to adopt and
incorporate best practices for each.
After explaining the pros and cons of
every decision, he makes
recommendations and provides useful
guides disguised as key principles. Buy
the book so you too can access Ed's
wisdom and experience. It's worth much
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relationships with those whom I have outsourced tasks to
support my efforts to improve the practice management
efforts of lawyers, and enhance or change them. While I
may do these things during the year as may be
appropriate, this time of year seems particularly timely for
this.
Rather than take your success for granted or bemoan your
current situation, be pro active and make 2011 what you
want it to be. Best wishes and much success for you! As
always, contact me if I can be an ally on your path to
greater success.

more than the investment."
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